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take your liscad experience to the next level by using the latest state-of-the-art technology in eet.
the eet enables more precise measurements and smaller places. it also improves measurement
accuracy and repeatability. now you can share your liscad eet projects and data with your
colleagues, benefiting from the experience of an engineering company where quality is at the heart
of the process. liscad-eet automatically converts models to eet format, so you don’t have to. with
liscad-eet you can customize measurements for each feature and production tolerances as you
export – perfect for your shopfloor/field eet environment. liscad-eet improves the quality of your
models and therefore your own efficiency when model processing. liscad-eet gives you the
opportunity to make data corrections directly on the liscad models you use. you no longer need to
export the model, but can correct the feature heights, even if they are not provided by the designer.
the data corrections can be done in all liscad applications, with the different features added on top of
the others in the same data set. with liscad and eet you can create and manage stl files directly from
the software. this saves time and gets straight to the job. you can create the stl file directly in the
cad or cad/cam applications that you use. a perfect solution for people who have worked at a larger
scale, liscad offers the ability to process and view large data sets. organisations can process and
view an unlimited amount of data within the liscad software and export to cad files, gis formats, csvs
and other formats. liscad is licensed for use on up to 32 processors.
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landscape professionals can use this software since it is meant to be used in land surveying
operations, and even since it presents a whole new experience of the user. furthermore, the fact that

liscad is an open-source application and offers the possibility of downloading it for free makes this
software particularly interesting for amateur enthusiasts. packed with features, tools and additional

information, liscad is certainly the application of choice for most professionals interested in
surveying, mapping and land planning. landscaping companies, architects, surveying firms,

developers and private owners can install this amazing application on their device. everytime a new
update, version or build is released, the community around liscad is more and more active; an active
community which provides answers for problems, improves the application and offers new features.
liscad seems to become more and more stable, and is actively supported. new keyboard shortcuts
were implemented. liscad’s features have been optimized and user-interface was modified. most

parts of the application were redesigned and animations, graphics and other important parts have
been improved. if liscad is not the solution you are looking for, there are always alternatives

available. gsoc and earthvision were the projects we worked on during our google summer of code
2013. both were great projects and we are still very happy about that! if you want to learn more

about these projects, feel free to read about them on sourceforge . 5ec8ef588b
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